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As time changes, the urban society fast development, in the context of globalization,
the traditional meaning of the fine brushwork figure painting has been unable to meet the
requirements of the present, it faces "contemporary" and "globalization" this historical
challenge and opportunity is unable to avoid, so traditional fine brushwork figure painting
to be positive. Many problems appeared in the process of transformation, and many
painters machinery to use concept of western painting, blindly pursue the objective
realistic or subjective expression of the subject matter, the lifelike for visual details or
emotional venting, often the attention points on the choice about the contents of the
contemporary urban subject matter, the pursuit of life richly drawn on the surface of the
new content, trying to embody the contemporary significance. Or blindly follow the
example of the technique of the elders, the program concept in painting, make the frame
rigidity and think to show superb skills and hiring eyeball. The author thinks that such a
transformation, has been gradually deviated from the essence of Chinese painting, also
more and more from the Chinese culture unique aesthetic value of national significance.
The author through "the concept of traditional fine brushwork figure painting the
pursuit of the unity of nature and tai chi", "traditional fine brushwork figure painting looks
at life and physiological view" and "traditional fine brushwork figure painting from life of
representation" three aspects discusses the essence of traditional Chinese painting figure
painting essence. And it is concluded that partial form of western painting ideas mainly
errors; Mistaking devotion to contemporary life content, the surface of the subject matter
for innovation is a kind of one-sided understanding and awareness of innovation
transformation, mainly due to errors of the concept of the observation method of errors; At
the same time blindly follow the ancients technique was thought to be mainly
understanding of heritage and artistic performance bias.
Based on the present problems existing in the fine brushwork figure painting in the
transformation process of analysis and understanding of the essence of traditional fine
brushwork figure painting essence, combined with exploration in its creation, the author
thinks that in the context of the globalization of contemporary urban life, the artist to
explore the contemporary significance of fine brushwork figure painting must inherit the
essence of traditional Chinese painting figure painting essence, to realize the Chinese
nation long-term accumulation of experience and cultural value of art, in the premise of















according to different psychological and visual demand to the use of various techniques,
looking at life and physiology to embody the unity of nature and tai chi, expresses the
sincere feelings of the city life. This is the exploration and transformation of the way, to
keep the national characteristic and the artistic charm of Chinese painting, true
contemporary sense of innovation and value.
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